ABSTRACT Barth, Larsen, and others showed that complex submanifolds of complex projective space, CPN, of small codimension strongly resemble CpN both homotopically and cohomologically. These results are generalized to yield analogous results for complex subspaces of arbitrary homogeneous complex manifolds. One very special corollary that gives the flavor of the results is:
irj(B,A n B) = 0 for j < dimcA -maxtcodcA -1,codcB1, where basepoints are suppressed for simplicity, and 7rj(X,A) = 0 for j < dimcA -codcA + 1.
Further, given any coherent sheaf 4' on B, which may be assumed to be a connected local complete intersection, then:
HJ(B-A nB,S) = 0 for j 2 codcA -minl0,dimcA -dimcB + 11
and given a coherent sheaf 4X on X, then:
Hi(X-AnX,8)=o for j>2codcA-1.
In ref. 1 irj(B,A n B) = 0 for j < dimcA -maxfcodcA -1,codcB1 [1] where basepoints are suppressed for simplicity, and 7rj(X=A) = 0 for j < dimcA -codcA + 1. [2] Further, given any coherent sheaf 4 on B, which may be assumed to be a connected local complete intersection, then: HJ(B-A fnB,V) = 0 for j > codcA -min0,dimcA -dimcB + 1l [3] and given a coherent sheaf on X, then:
Hi(X-An x,e) = o for j > 2codc A-1 [4] COROLLARY II. If A is a complex submanifold of X, a connected homogeneous complex manifold, and if A has an ample (i.e., Grauert positive) normal bundle (which always happens if X = CPN) then given any closed connected complex submanifold B, [1] and [2] hold. Further, if B is a compact connected projective local complete intersection, [3] holds, and if X is projective, [4] holds.
Proof of Corollary I. Let 6: A X A --X be the difference map (a,b) a -b. One has the commutative diagram:
X where i[(a,b)] = (a,a -b) and p is the product projection. One checks easily that the fibers of 6 over x E X can be identified with (A + x) n A in X. It is a classical result (7) of Hartshorne that the normal bundle of A is Grauert positive. This, combined with involved analytic arguments*, lets one construct a codcA convex exhaustion function on X -A. This allows onet to apply Morse theory to conclude that the homotopy groups of the fibers of 6 agree up to a certain dimension. Then one shows that there is a long exact homotopy sequence for 6 up to a certain dimensions. Now note that the diagonal, A, of A X A is a fiber of 6. This, the above, and diagram [5] when codcA > 1. The bounds of the second half of the above result can be slightly improved.
To prove the above a new sort of ampleness is used. Let E be an holomorphic vector bundle on a connected projective manifold X. Let E be the tautological line bundle on P(E) the projectivization of E*, i.e., (E* -X)/C*. Now The above is of course a generalization of the KodairaNakano-Le Potier vanishing theorem. It is proved by a reduction to the Kodaira vanishing theorem. One also has:
PROPOSITION III. Let E be an s ample rank r vector bundle on a connected projective manifold X. Let Z be the zero set of an holomorphic section of E that vanishes to the first order. Then: irj(XZ) = 0 i < dimcZ -s.
The above is proved by a reduction to the classical Lefschetz theorem.
The above vanishing theorem is used via Hodge theory to show that rational cohomology classes in a certain range of dimensions on a submanifold A of a torus X extend to the firstorder neighborhood of A. One then uses a roundabout argument based on the flatness of X to get the class to extend to X. The arguments work with only slightly more work in the case of immersions in Proposition I.
